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 “Uplifting, unapologetic and empowering…they 

dance, frolic and sweat through the show with the 
chemistry between them ensuring perfect comic 

timing" ★★★★ 
-Epigram Arts 



Chess and Cristina are multi-award-winning comedic dance theatre 
company, The Hiccup Project, who are often called the ‘lovely hiccup 
girls.’ These seemingly innocent and sweet complimentary words got them 
thinking.... 
  
Brand new show Lovely Girls follows Cristina and Chess’ poignant, 
hilarious and truthful journey as they explore what it means to be a young 
women today, opening up the confusing pot of contradictions, clichés and 
expectations; be sexy, but don’t be a slut; strive for a career, but make time 
for everyone else; be curvy, but not fat; be assertive, but not bossy…. Chess 
and Cristina dig deep and ask what more can we hope for a woman to be, 
when we still value women by their beauty and ‘loveliness’? 
  
From dreams of sweaty drum playing to carefree solo adventuring around 
the globe, Chess and Cristina imagine a world where women can be, and do 
whatever the hell they want, breaking free of the boxes and letting go of the 
rules that we have prescribed.  They invite everyone, regardless of gender 
or age to join the conversation. This engaging and uplifting show is an 
insight, a celebration and an ode to being a woman in the 21st Century.  
 
“An utter delight… reflects the reality and expectations of 
women in the 21st Century… full of comedy and charm.” - Ian 
Abbott, Writing About Dance  
  

 



 
 
 
The Hiccup Project is Chess Dillon-Reams and Cristina MacKerron; a Brighton 
based comedic dance-theatre duo. They use exuberant physicality and precision 
perfect observational humour to explore universal and relatable themes. Their first 
production May-We-Go-Round?, is a collision of fiercely energetic dance and 
comedic theatre. Honest, provocative and laugh out loud funny, Cristina and 
Chess jangle through the merry go round of romance, taking audiences along for 
the bitter sweet ride. The show was mentored by Probe’s Antonia Grove and Lou 
Cope, won the Fringe Review Award for Outstanding Theatre and South East 
Dance ‘Most Surprising’ Performance Award at their Brighton Fringe Festival 
debut in 2015, and was also shortlisted for the Audience Choice Award. It sold out 
two five-night runs in Brighton that year, and has since gone on to tour throughout 
UK extensively, including an acclaimed run at Dance Base as part of the 
Edinburgh Fringe Festival and a stint on the Rural Touring Dance Initiative. The 
Hiccup Project's second production "It’s Okay I’m Dealing With It.", mentored by 
Ben Duke (Lost Dog Dance), uses their blend of dance, theatre, chat and song to 
explore what we do when things aren't ok, unravelling their own struggles and 
vulnerabilities in the process, asking the question, “if perfection is so attainable, 
why are we still struggling?”  



Press for previous work: 
 
May-We-Go-Round? 

 

★★★★★ "Theatre and dance that throws custard pies at convention. 

Outstanding” Fringe Review 

 

★★★★ "Men will laugh from their very core...in a story every woman can 

relate to. Full of tears and laughter" Total Theatre 

 

★★★★ "Hilarious and witty, a joy…It is rare to see dancers who are also 

such brilliant actors – woebegone, giggling or full-on.” The Skinny  

 

★★★★ "an exquisitely clever, technically stellar experiment with form, 

which dismantles and then rebuilds countless conventions of modern dance, 
physical theatre, clowning and storytelling. So euphoric and so 
infectious...It’s like Smack the Pony meets Jasmin Vardimon.” Festmag 
 
“The lost art of bedroom choreography is flung out of the wardrobe…. they 
perform with their whole bodies and we drink them in entirely. There’s a real 
guts and guns approach to the quality of movement — a throw-your-body-
on-the-line-and-leave-nothing-behind” Writing About Dance 
 
 
"It’s Okay I’m Dealing With It." 

★★★★★ “Physical comedy and dance are stupendous companions when 

they work – and Chess and Cristina have the energy and the intelligence to 
make it work here. Their dance is skilled, their timing is spot-on, and their 
comedy is hilarious.” Fringe Guru 

 

★★★★ “Comparable to French and Saunders... the work defies theatrical 

convention in every sense.” Miro Magazine 

 



★★★★ "The Hiccup Project’s unique way of looking at things has struck a 

chord with audiences far and wide, a reflection of being able to address the 
‘unsayable’ with humour, sensitivity and consummate skill...there are few 
artists that can pull off what they do." Breaking the Fourth Wall 

 

★★★★ "...They are clearly both accomplished and sincere performers, and 

you get a sense of the real bond between the 
two throughout the piece...There are songs, dance, expressive physical 
theatre and some excellent clowning." Stage Talk Magazine 

 

★★★★ “The Hiccup Project are the full package – genuinely good dancers, 

genuinely funny...storming, silly, sweet show that is quite unlike anything 
else you’ll see this year.” The Latest 
 
 

 
 

 



 
BOOKING DETAILS 

 
Touring Autumn 2019 and Spring 2020 
 
Number on stage two 
 
Number on the road three 
 
Technical requirements      Sprung dance floor (semi-sprung is acceptable) 
         Black dance lino 

   Wings  
         Sound system (source cd or mp3) 

Lighting: General wash used throughout. Blue and 
pink specials, side booms, 2 x FOH spotlights. 
Coloured LEDs desirable. 

 
Get in Day of performance 
 
Running time: 75 minutes (no interval) 
 
UK touring fee £1150 inclusive of travel and accommodation 
 
Overseas touring details on request 
 
Workshops Workshops are encouraged alongside 

performances to engage the community and help 
to build a relationship with local people/artists, and 
the venue. Workshops use their practice of fusing 
dance with comedy and theatre, focusing on the 
empowerment of individuals as creators and 
authors, with an emphasis on the enjoyment and 
pleasure in movement, encouraging creativity and 
confidence in a safe and positive environment. 
Workshops can be tailored to different ability, age 
and experience. 

     
Contact Sarah Trist @  
 Sarah Trist Dance Management Agency 
 +44 7757 654790 sarah@stdma.com 
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